DATELINE: ARIZONA

Dam Nation
Fishing the Cicada Hatch
on the Colorado River

Editor Note: Bill Wichers has provided
us with a nice report about a recent trip

to fish the Colorado River in Northern
Arizona. He teamed up with a guiding
service we have not yet published a
report on, and as you can see, the trip
was a successful one. Thanks for the
report, Bill. Keep them coming!
n early July, I fished three days
with Steve Kelly (kellyoutfiters.
com) at Lee’s Ferry on the Colorado
River—the 15 miles of river below Glen
Canyon Dam. I was there for the cicada
hatch. We launched Steve’s flats boat
at the Lee’s Ferry boat ramp (where all
the float trips through the Grand Canyon
start) and motored upstream to fish. The
scenery was spectacular—high, vertical
crimson canyon walls.
About 7 a.m. we began by wadefishing a riffle area using a hopper/
dropper rig with a foam cicada dry fly on
top and three to four feet of fluorocarbon
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with a variety of beadhead midge
nymphs below, mostly size 20. We wore
waders, as the water temperature was in
the low 50s. Around 10 a.m. the fishing
noticeably picked up, with a number of
rainbow trout eating the nymph. Most
were 8–12 inches, but a few were 14–16
inches. I landed about 15, all on the
various nymphs we tried.
These were healthy fish
with good body condition, despite
the relatively limited food sources
available in this section of the river.
Midges (chironomids) and black flies
(simuliidae—not the biting type)
are the predominant aquatic foods.
Some scuds and a few caddis are also
present, but mayflies and stoneflies
are basically nonexistent. Terrestrials
(including cicadas) are also available
at times. This would be a great place to
introduce invertebrates like sow bugs,
pale morning duns, blue-winged olives,
and tricos that dominate trout food in
many other western tailwaters. This
is not the trophy fish water it was in
the late 1960s, soon after the dam was
completed, but there is a healthy rainbow
trout population and a few browns. A
big fish here is 18 inches and very few
exceed 20 inches.
The waders were peeled off for the
afternoon fishing, as the air temperature
reached the 100-degree mark each day.
Much of the time it didn’t feel as hot
as 100, as we periodically hit pockets
of cooler air. The cicadas were fished
out of the boat, casting mainly toward
shore, and I added another dozen or so
rainbows to the tally, almost all 14–17
inches.
Steve’s boat is a square-bowed, 19foot flats-style boat with a good casting
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A Change Is Gonna Come
For as long as memory allows me to
recall, I have always been a fan of classic
soul music. I can’t quite pinpoint when it
began, but one of my earliest memories
takes me back to a July 4th Carolina
boardwalk at the age of 13. A live band
was churning out the big hits of a time
long gone, and the whole island turned out
to party the night away.
I was running around the scene with
a gang of buddies, laughing and carrying
on near the margins of the dance floor,
when suddenly I found myself handin-hand with an eccentric older lady
who was hell bent on embarrassing and
teaching a youngster how to dance the
Shag—the quintessential southern swing,
a sort of right-of-passage for a young
South Carolinian. My buddies laughed. So
did the girls on the other side of the pier.
I’m not quite sure if the lady knew
what this would do to my social standing
among my peers, but somehow I emerged
from the dance floor as king for a day.
Suddenly, the girls took notice of me, and
I of them.
From that moment on, “Another
Saturday Night,” by Sam Cooke and Otis
Redding’s “Sittin’ on the Dock of the
Bay,” were forever etched into the vinyl
of my own summer soundtrack. It was
a coming-of-age summer, and one that
brought a lot of changes, both good and
bad. My attention quickly turned from dirt
bikes and fishing to girls—and fishing.
While girls proved to be a strange
and perplexing species, the fish I
understood. Much like Sam, the fish have
been the one constant in my life. There
was a brief hiatus from fishing during
the five years I spent getting a four-year
degree at a small college where I majored
in co-eds, dorm room pranks, and beer
pong. But, all good things—and some
bad—must come to an end.
As Sam once said, “A change is
gonna come.” Though his context and
mine vary greatly, the lesson is inherent.
Nearly ten years after I finally
donned the cap and gown, I find my
priorities have changed. A wife, a kid, a
mortgage, and a lawn that grows faster
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every day keep me on the straight and
narrow, and ultimately off the water more
than I’d like. I still get my thrills, but now
it’s usually with a fly rod in hand and in
the company of a fishing buddy or two.
Embrace the change.
Change can be a good thing. But,
understandably, it makes people nervous.
People are creatures of habit, and
fishermen are no better. Worse even.
There have been many changes to
this publication over the last few years.
We hope most have been for the better, but
at the end of the day, we have no intention
of changing what this newsletter truly is:
your trusted guide to fly-fishing travel.
Many of you know that it is our
intention to take The Angling Report to
an all-digital platform, and this month’s
issue will be the last print edition. Starting
with the October issue, we will be sending
out digital editions only, and as a token
of our appreciation for your patience
and understanding, we will be extending
everyone’s subscription by four months.
From this month onward, we will
be pursuing new and user-friendly ways
for readers to enjoy our publication, on
any device, in any corner of the world,
and even a printable version for those of
you who prefer a physical copy to thumb
through each month.
I believe that these changes will
prove to be for the better, and, at the end
of the day, we will make sure to deliver
you the same quality product that you
know and trust. We are unwavering in
our goal of providing candid, unbiased
reporting . . . The Good, The Bad, and The
Ugly. That will never change; some things
never should.
Life, it seems is always in a state of
flux. I still don’t understand girls, and to
be honest, I never mastered the Shag. At
least, I always have the fish, the words
of a young singer from Mississippi, and
memories that take me back.
If you have questions, want to voice
your opinion, or have a cure for two left
feet, please feel free to reach out to me
at seth.fields@morris.com. —Seth L.
Fields
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deck up front and a 115 hp motor. For
the cicada fishing, Steve handled the
boat nicely with a set of oars, keeping
me in good casting position to deliver
the cicada. The water is really clear, and
I was able to sight-fish a few times when
I spotted fish in shallow water ahead
of the boat. Several times we watched
fish leisurely approach and eat the dry
fly—it took a lot of will power not to
prematurely set the hook and yank it
out of their mouth. Years of practice
throwing big dry flies to slow-eating
cutthroat really paid off. Be patient and
let them eat the fly before setting the
hook.
The second day was similar to the
first, except no nymphing and we started
fishing an hour later. I tried a doublemidge dry setup first, but no interest. I
then switched to dry cicada patterns and
got some action, slow in the morning
until around 11 a.m., when it picked up
a bit. The fastest action happened mid- to
late-afternoon. Around 25 fish ate the
dry flies, and we landed around half.
Again, the largest was about 17 inches.
The third day was similar to the
previous day. I started fishing midge dry
flies and landed one nice rainbow off the
boat dock at the ramp. I had a couple of
other eats on the midges and then later
switched to a cicada. The dry fly fishing
was slow until late morning, and after
that it was consistently good until 2 p.m.,

when it slowed and then picked up again
around 4 p.m. About 15 rainbows were
landed, the biggest 17 inches. Each day,
the river flow started around 12,000 cfs
and ramped up to 16,000 cfs by midmorning.
Fishing pressure was relatively
light—only six other fishing boats the
first day (Monday), three the second
and nine the third. Most of the time
we fished there wasn’t another boat in
sight. A few 25-passenger motorized

touring rafts went by each day filled
with gawking tourists, and a kayaker
or two were seen each day as well.
Wildlife I saw included bighorn sheep,
wild horses, beavers, and a peregrine
falcon. California condors are seen here
at times, too, but unfortunately I didn’t
spot any.
Steve is a really patient, positive
guide and very knowledgeable about this
fishery. I think he would be excellent

with beginning fly fishers. He also
knows the history of the area and added
much interesting information to our
conversations. He charges $500/day
for two anglers, which includes a large
lunch and all the water you can drink
(which is a lot in this hot, dry country).
He’s been guiding professionally for a
year, but has over 30 years of fishing
experience at Lee’s Ferry. I stayed at the
Marble Canyon Lodge, $75/night for a
single. It was a decent (not fancy) room
with a refrigerator, microwave, stove,
comfortable bed, and a good shower, but
no Wi-Fi. Dining options nearby are the
lodge’s own restaurant and Vermillion
Cliffs Bar and Restaurant—adequate
meals at reasonable prices. The beer is
really cold at Vermillion Cliffs, which is
highly important when air temperatures
exceed 95 degrees.
It was a good trip despite the hot
weather. I would do it again, and I can
highly recommend Steve as a guide.
First-time fly fishers can do well here
fishing midge nymphs with a guide. For
people touring the numerous national
parks and monuments in this area
looking for something different to do,
fishing the Colorado River above Lee’s
Ferry is a great option. It’s a unique
experience throwing big dry flies to
nice-sized trout in a magnificent desert
canyon, something worth adding to your
bucket list.

DATELINE: VERMONT

Editor Note: The wonderful thing
about fly fishermen is their readiness
to try something new, or, as test
pilots call it, push the envelope. That
edgy expression is perfect for what
subscriber, Richard Hart has found in
Vermont. It involves stalking bowfins
in a poled canoe with a platform
on the back. Thanks, Richard for
continuing to stay in touch.
or the past eight years, I have
fished the Vermont area in
and around the nice town of
Burlington. Nearby Lake Champlain
is an area of over 8,000 square miles
bordered by Vermont, New York, and
Quebec to the north. The diversity
of fishing and species in this area is
large, and Vermont Fish and Wildlife

( h t t p : / / w w w. v t f i s h a n d w i l d l i f e .
com) recently introduced a Master
Angler program to help promote
fishing and reward anglers that catch
species of a certain length. Their
program includes 33 species, and
until recently, no one had managed
all 33. Angler Drew Price recently
completed it after an eight-year
commitment to learn their biology,
habits, and locations, making him
Vermont’s first “Master Angler”
(http://www.masterclassangling.com).
Drew regularly guides out of
a non-motored Indian River canoe.
When he’s not guiding or working
as a teacher, he’s out on the water
learning how to catch the 33 species.
Most were caught on the fly, but

Pushing the Envelope
All about Catching Bowfins
from a Poled Canoe

F
September 2018
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there were some species that had to
be caught with more conventional
fishing methods.
I have had the luck and pleasure
to fish for bowfins (Amia calva,
aka mudfish) with Drew for many
years. It’s a team effort, just like
being guided on the flats. Together,
Drew and I have achieved over 15
IGFA tippet-class and length records.
Including the longest and the heaviest
caught on the fly.
I recently returned for my annual
trip in July, and although we found
very low water this year, we managed
to land our biggest fish yet: an
amazing fish over 82 centimeters,
qualifying it for a new potential IGFA
length record. In four days, we landed
five fish that qualify for the Vermont
Master Angler program (over 28
inches).
Drew’s 20-foot-long canoe is
retrofitted with a high poling platform
at back, where he mostly surveils
the water and uses his standard flats
pole, or “stiffy” to push thru the
many shallows of Lake Champlain’s
creeks and sand flats. The canoe has
a quick-release anchor weight, spare
paddles to get in and out of areas,
and a seat for an angler at the front.
There’s plenty of space for tackle,
and a much-needed Yeti cooler for the
day’s fishing. He sometimes fishes
two people at a time. He charges only
$300 a day, and it’s often a full day.
Drew has guided TV fishing stars
and fly-fishing industry leaders, and
he has many regular clients. So, if
you decide to try to book with him,
and if you’re lucky enough that he
has a day or more free, then make
sure you’re ready to fish serious
and hard. He has an encyclopedic
knowledge of the wildlife and the
fish in the area, and he’s a hard
taskmaster. His feeling is if he’s
going to work hard paddling you out
to the spots and pole the shallows
searching for fish, you had better be
ready to scan the waters, and have
your fly ready to cast. If you’ve
fished flats for cruising tarpon or
searched for tailing permit, then you
September 2018

understand that the guide wants you
ready and able to cast the moment a
fish is spotted.
The season to fish for bowfins
on Lake Champlain is generally
from ice out (around March) onward
until freeze time, sometime around
October. These prehistoric mudfish
are a great challenge on the fly when
you stalk, hunt, and sight-fish for
them. It’s a sport that is increasing
in popularity, and Drew has it dialed
in—everything from the fish’s habits
to specific flies he has tied and how
exactly to cast at them. There are
so many things Drew has learned
about “hunting bowfins,” as we call
it, that you really have to go and fish
with him to learn all the tricks and
techniques. Suffice it to say he is the
“bowfin whisperer.”
For example, in addition to being
ready to cast your fly at a moment’s
notice, you need excellent sunglasses

to get good vision in the water. I
like Costa’s low-light brown-lens
versions. Many of the fish turn up in
the weeds at the bow of the canoe,
so, as the angler, you are constantly
scanning the front area that Drew is
blind to. Drew has a clock drawn on
the back of the seat the angler sits on,
so when you’re standing in the front
scanning the water, he is quickly
reminded of what direction to move
in.
Imagine, if you will, that you
see a fish two feet deep, hidden
among the many weeds in the lake,
and you shout, “Bowfin 2 o’clock,
10 feet out.” Drew will then manage

the canoe based on your verbal
instructions. “Okay. Move slowly
forward, fish is moving toward 1
o’clock.” This is only necessary
if he can’t see the fish, or until he
has a visual on the fish. Often, as
you’re scanning the water, he’ll see
fish in his wider scan area up on the
poling platform. He’ll shout, “Fish
at 4 o’clock, 20 feet out.” Then you
need to turn your body at an angle
getting ready to cast, because moving
your feet or changing position can
create waves or noise that spooks
the bowfins. Similarly, Drew cannot
always move the whole canoe, as
that too would spook the fish. As I
mentioned before, it’s a team sport.
The bowfin, in the same species
genus as gar, has been unchanged for
over 150 million years, and it is found
all up and down the US East Coast.
So much so that I’ve fished for them
in my home state of Florida.
In southern Florida, the males
unfortunately sometimes get
mistaken for the invasive bullseye
snakehead (Channa marulius). The
area north of Ft. Lauderdale has an
established snakehead population in
the many canals and lakes. They were
introduced illegally from Southeast
Asia some 10 years ago.
One way to distinguish between a
snakehead and a bowfin is that while
both have a large “bull’s-eye” on
their tail fins, a bowfin has individual
anal fins while a snakehead has one
continuous bottom fin stretching all
the way to the tail fin. Another thing
the two fish have in common is that,
like snakeheads, bowfins are almost a
“smart” fish. They guard their balls of
fry when born and protect the young
with a vicious tenacity.
Bowfins are highly curious and
relatively unafraid of anglers in their
boats. Often swimming right up to
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the boat, sometimes flaring their large
gills at you. They often will go around
and reappear from a totally new angle,
un-spooked. If you’re ready, and make
your arm movements slow enough, so
as not to spook them, they are often
very catchable.
For gear, I use a stiff fly rod in
order set the hook home well in the
bowfin’s rather hard mouth. My choice
is the Sage Salt HD series; sizes 6
through 8 are much needed. The reel
is not as important as the rod, and a
very good hook set. But I employed
the Tibor Signature Series 5/6 or 7/8
with RIO 20-pound backing, and RIO
floating line.
The number of good bowfins
I have lost when the hook wasn’t
buried well enough from a couple of
good strip strikes makes me wonder
how big the ones I lost were. Tippet
strength should be around 12 to 20
pounds, depending on what you’re
comfortable with. As soon as the fish
are hooked, they run for the weeds, so
if the hookset was done well enough,
you have a good chance of them
staying on. No matter how well you
do it, you’re going to lose some. The
fly often just pops out when, once
they are tangled deep in the weeds, the
pressure you apply is misdirected.

Most of Drew’s clients are serious
fishermen/women, and Drew adapts to
the type of fish you wish to target and
the method of fishing you prefer. Just
communicate your goals for fishing
with him well in advance.
Drew supplies any special flies
needed, including his killer “Bow
Regard” fly, designed to mimic one
of the bowfin’s favorite foods, a small
crawdad. If needed, he’ll supply
fishing gear too, whether you want to
fly-fish, spin-fish, or bait-fish. He’ll
stock the Yeti cooler with water and
snacks, but bring what you need for a
lunch, as it’s often a long day out on
the water.
You will need to buy a license
in advance from Vermont Fish &
Wildlife. You can buy one that is
just for a few days, or a year. Once
you’ve done that, who knows—you
might catch a trophy-size fish, and
you can submit it to the Master Angler
program for a certificate.
I stay in Burlington, a nice
waterfront college town, with plenty of
restaurants, cafes, bars, and shopping.
There are several hotels to choose
from, depending on your budget
preference. You can hire a car or taxi
from the airport, and Drew will pick
you up from your hotel. Several daily

flights go in and out of Burlington to
and from various airports. I generally
use La Guardia, New York.
Postscript: In case you are new to
The Angling Report, subscriber and
frequent contributor Richard Hart
is an almost full-time fly fisherman
who loves to explore the ragged
edges of the fly fishing world, both
geographically speaking and in regard
to species. His notable reports over
the years include a fascinating report
about a wilderness trip to Guyana that
involved sleeping in a hammock and
trying to keep up with a Vietnam War
veteran who appeared to have given
up even trying to come down from
the adrenalin high associated with
combat. Richard has also reported
more than once on snakehead fishing
in Southeast Asia, among other places.
In the course of his travels, Richard
has caught 110 fish on the fly that have
qualified as world records according
to the International Game Fish
Association. Some of these records
were for tippet-class achievements,
to be sure, but several were for the
largest of a species caught while fly
fishing. We value Richard Hart a lot
for the reports he sends us, and we
hope you enjoy them as much as we
do.

Briefly Noted
Things to Do . . . Places to Go . . . New Developments
 Kenneth Spint, of Solana Beach,
California, recently sent us this brief
report on a trip he took from July 13th
through the 21st to fish for resident
rainbow trout on the Kanektok River in
Alaska. He thoroughly enjoyed the trip
and they managed to catch hundreds of
willing trout during their stay. Kenneth
writes:
“Duncan & Son’s, Upper Base
Camp on the Kanektok River system is
comprised of seasonal riverside tents.
These tents are double occupancy and
are equipped with their own heating
systems. The location of the camp
is just 40 miles upstream from the
mouth of the river and the Bering Sea.
September 2018

Here, we enjoyed a mix of boat and
wade fishing for trout, grayling, Dolly
Varden, chum salmon, and sockeye
salmon, though rainbow trout were our
primary target.
“We switched between guides on a
daily basis, and fished with a range of
rod weights from 6- to 9-weight rods,
depending on the target species and
flies used. Dolly Llamas in black/white,
blue/white, pink/white, and white
worked well. We also threw various
mouse patterns.
“High water levels earlier in the
year destroyed the previous camp
of 15 years, and they had to move
upstream and build out a new site at
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the last minute. It was a big job. Camp
was comfortable despite its newness,
and the food provided was plentiful—
actually you’d be hard-pressed to eat it
all, and it was very well made. Five-star
for streamside living.
“I would recommend this trip
to readers without reservation. Last
year, I fished near the mouth of this
same river and had an excellent time
catching many large salmon, includ-ing
a 35-pound king salmon. This trip, we
did fish for and catch salmon, but the
specialness of fishing in this location
is for rainbows, especially with mouse
patterns.
“The rainbows here have only
Volume 31, Number 9
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several months before winter’s iced
conditions, and they need to gorge
themselves on salmon eggs and flesh,
so they are very willing and hungry.
They strike a mouse fly with great
energy, often missing it the first time,
so you might target the same fish
several times before success. There
is a great thrill in this process. In all,
we conservatively estimate 100+ fish
caught per person for the six days.
“Late July brought us some cloudy
skies, but with two days of T-shirt
weather. There was also no rain. It
would start out cool in the morning, but
would slowly warm up in the afternoon.
“This trip was booked through
Mike Mercer of The Fly Shop.
Excluding airfare, but including tips,
the price was around $5,400 for seven
nights and six fishing days.”
••••••
 Editor Note: David Lambroughton
has outdone himself on this report. But,
it’s not a report really. More of a fly
fisher’s travel guide to Ireland, Wales,
and England. The real beauty of this
is its simplicity. No, he doesn’t name
every outfitter and stream one should
venture to fish on their travels to Ireland
and the UK It’s a Spark Notes version,
or an abridged version of a travel guide.
David is essentially handing us a list of
his tried-and-true lodging and fishing
options for a few of the more appealing
regions of these countries. One thing is
for sure, you can guarantee that if you
follow in his footsteps you won’t regret
it. David writes:
“After a half dozen trips to those
lovely English chalk streams over
the years, hopping over to Ireland
for some fishing was just not on my
radar. Then all that changed nine years
ago when Ross Baker, the owner of
the fishy Tongariro River Motel in
Turangi, New Zealand, told me that
he had some guests from Ireland
that I should meet. That’s when I
met Dr. Ken Whelan, whose fishing
credentials are well worth listing:
author, TV personality, radio show host,
ran a salmon research center in western
Ireland for 25 years, runs the Atlantic
Salmon Trust in Europe, lectures and
September 2018

does fishery research work all over
the world, and he even got his PhD in
mayflies, essentially. What a gold mine
of information!
“Shortly thereafter, John Randolph
and I got invited by Tourism Ireland
(thanks again Ken) for a two-week trip,
which was a wonderful bird’s-eye view
of the various fisheries in Ireland. It
made quite the impression on me, as
this past June, I returned home after
my third trip to the Emerald Island. So
now I’m thinking that the perfect trip
over there might be a week in Ireland
and a week in Wales and maybe adding
some days on the famous English
chalkstreams. I should also add that
this is the sort of trip that is perfect for
couples because if someone doesn’t
fish, there is so much else to see and
do, including quaint little villages
for lunch, castles to view, golf, and

landscapes your camera would love.
“As for the best time to fish either
Ireland or the UK, May into early
June would be my clear pick. The big
size-10 danica mayflies are hatching,
the weather is lovely, but with some
showers to keep everything quite lush.
However, weather on an island can
vary widely at times, so be prepared for
changes.
“As for the game plan, when you
land in Dublin and load your rental
car up, punch in the address on the
navigation system for Crannmor House
in the town of Trim, where Mel Gibson
shot all the castle scenes in Braveheart.
It’s about a 45-minute drive from
the airport to get to the Crannmor
Guest House, which is owned and
run by Marc and Ann O’Regan. They
are excellent at what they do: big
breakfasts and looking after people.
Marc is retired from the Irish army,
a superb angler, and very organized.
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When the wind comes up on some large
lake, his boat motor will always start
right away. He doesn’t mess around.
This has been my number one spot to
park myself in Ireland.
“From this location you can
arrange to fish some small streams on
your own or hit the lakes with Marc for
larger fish, both browns and rainbows.
His boats also have nice swivel seats
that are very comfortable to fish out
of. Go to http://www.crannmor.com
for more info. For two people—room,
breakfast, and guiding—it’s about
$340 US a day, and considerably less
when fishing on your own or simply
sightseeing. Marc and Ann can also
really get you pointed in the right
direction(s) after you depart. Marc
belongs to a network of serious anglers
all over the country.
“Another place I like is the city
of Galway. Filled with fun, artists,
entertainment, and those wild people
who move west until they run out of
west. The famous Corrib River also
runs right through the middle of town,
and you can purchase a day pass to fish
for salmon right there. May is a good
month for larger fish.
“The nearby huge Loch Corrib is
also quite popular and a historic place
to fish for beautiful spotted browns; lots
of people from around Europe will fly
in to fish it. So a day here might look
good on your résumé. The Corrib View
Lodge (http://www.corribangling.com)
is the place to stay, and Larry McCarthy
is the man you want on the oars.
“For those who would like to put
more effort into targeting salmon, a
four-hour drive south will put you in
the middle of horse country, drained
by the famous Blackwater River, which
gets the largest run of Atlantics in the
country. For this, you want to contact
a nice fellow named Jason O’Riordan
(joriordano@gmail.com) who has a
couple of very good beats that he
guides on.
“Another operation in the south
that sits in the middle of lots of fishy
water is Andrew Ryan’s Clonanav Fly
Fishing (https://www.flyfishingireland.
com), based out of his excellent Fly
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Shop in Ballymacarbry. He guides on
the Suir, Nire, and Tar Rivers, plus
he has some small streams of interest
nearby. His mother also has a nice,
historic country hotel that makes for
a great base. You can reach Andrew at
andrew@flyfishing ireland.com.
“Obviously, fishing all these places
would take much more time than just
a week, but the choices are there, and
what a great way to see Ireland.
“From here a nice way to enter
the UK and avoid the often lengthy
process of clearing customs at
Heathrow Airport, is to take the very
short, inexpensive flight from Dublin
to the historic city of Cardiff in Wales.
Punch into the rental car’s navigation
system the address of Ty’r Chanter
Lodge (https://www.tyrchanter.com),
which is about an hour and a half
north, near the town of Abergavenny.
Ty’r Chanter Lodge is located on the
6,000-acre Glanusk Estate, which the
Usk River flows right through heart of.
This is also the home of the famous
“Tiggy” Legge-Bourke, who grew up
on the estate and organizes the fishing.
She is also a well-know angler in her
own right and has a personality bigger
than Texas that you’ll undoubtedly

love.
“Ty’r Chanter Lodge is a great
place to base your adventures out
of. It sits right on the border of
the huge Brecon Beacons National
Park and some of the best scenery
in the UK. If you’d like to dive
deeper into the fishing options, you
should contact Steffan Jones (steffan@
anglingworldwide.com), as he guides
on a bunch of local rivers for trout, sea
trout, and salmon and knows his stuff,
big time.
“As for the beloved chalk streams,
you’ll need to drive an hour or two
to the east and into little towns like
Salisbury or Stockbridge, where you’ll
be right in the heart of all the famous
ones like the Test, Itchen, Kennet,
Avon, and a dozen more. For these
waters, unless you have a friend who
is a member of one of the fishing
clubs, you’ll need to organize your
fishing through an agent. Alex Jardine
(alex@aardvarkmcleod.com), the son
of the famous angling artist and writer
Charles Jardine, knows them all and
how to plan and arrange your days.
These waters are exquisitely beautiful,
manicured to perfection, and they
make those wonderful books by Skues,

Halford, Sawyer, J. W. Hills, and
others, come alive as you walk and fish
through such storied angling history
and maybe grab a pint of Guinness and
play some darts afterward.
“For me, both Ireland and the U.K.
have been wonderful discoveries and
nice springtime trip options that all
started by meeting the famous English
author, angler, and world traveler, the
late John Goddard in Alaska, in 1978. I
later ran into John in British Columbia
and then several times in New Zealand.
He invited me to come for some fishing
next time I was on my way to Norway
or Russia for salmon. I took him up on
his offer, and it proved most fortunate,
as I was soon plugged in to some of
the most historic waters throughout
England and the UK. So, thank you
John for kicking this all off. It’s been
great fun and my cameras love it too.”
Postscript: Aside from being a
frequent contributor to The Angling
Report, David Lambroughton is also
a world-class photographer. Check
out some of his incredible photos
from Ireland and the UK at https://
www.anglingreport.com/trip_photos/
david-lambroughton-ireland-walesand-england/.

OUTFITTER CRITIQUES

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
This section of The Angling Report is based entirely on subscriber-written Fishing Trip Report Forms. Our policy on these forms is to publish excerpts in the newsletter
of Angler Network Forms as received, without censorship. Agents, guides, lodge operators, and/or outfitters who disagree with any comments in this section are free
to submit a rebuttal. As a subscriber, you can help extend the reach of this program by filing a Fishing Trip Report Form yourself. You will find one online at www.
anglingreport.com, and clicking on File a Trip Report.

 There are fishing trips, and then there
are the fishing trips that you talk about
the rest of your life. The ones that pops up
when campfire tales fade into the night.
Riding horseback into the Bob Marshall
Wilderness Area in Montana to fish dry
flies to eager cutthroat trout is a good way
to arm yourself with a story worth telling.
Take it from subscriber Bill Wichers, this
trip is the perfect way to ride into a real
fly fishing adventure. This is Bill’s second
report this month.
“My wife, Donna, and I did a
September 2018

horseback/float trip into the Bob Marshall
Wilderness Area in northwestern
Montana August 2 through 8, 2018.
We booked the trip with Montana Fly
Fishing Connections (http://www.
montanaflyfishingconnection.com/) out of
Missoula, Montana.
“This is a pack-in-and-out trip, so
we started from the Benchmark Trailhead
west of Augusta, Montana, and rode
horses about 16 miles the first day into
the Bob Marshall. There were five guests
on this trip (they will take a maximum of
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eight per trip), three fishing guides (Nick,
Luke, and Thayer) and a camp manager/
chef (Slaton).
“The second day, we rode about 10
miles, set up camp along the South Fork of
the Flathead River, did some wade fishing,
and rested our sore butts. Fortunately, all
the horses and mules were pros, pretty
much bullet proof. The guests were two
per tent. We brought our own sleeping
bags, but cots and air mattresses were
provided.
“The third day was a wade-fishing
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day with the guides on the South Fork
around camp. This was the only day that
camp was not moved to a new location.
All five of us caught Westslope cutthroat
trout up to 18 inches—nice big, fat,
healthy fish—and all on dry flies. Most of
the fish eating the flies were 6–10 inches,
but there were also quite a few 12–14
inchers and enough 15–18 inchers to
maintain your interest.
“Typical of cutthroats on dry flies,
takes from the larger fish were slow,
almost slow motion, so it was easy to set
the hook too quickly and miss the fish.
The water was crystal clear, and we were
able to sight-fish some.
“The next three and a half days were
spent float-fishing our way downstream a
little over 45 miles. The first of these days
was outstanding fishing, again all dry flies,
with one exception at a large pool where
I threw a streamer and caught perhaps
my largest cutthroat of the trip—a very
heavy 18-incher. Spruce moths, Chubby
Chernobyls, Purple Hazes, pink Triple
Doubles, hoppers, ants, beetles, Pale
Morning Dun Emergers, all worked well
for us. We generally fished two dries at a
time. After the first day, I quit setting the
hook on small fish because there were so
many eating the flies.
“The second float day was slower
fishing for everyone—a minor cold front
went through the previous night and the
fish were off their feed a bit. But we still
caught a lot of fish, just fewer than the
previous day. The following days were

comparable to the first float day—lots and
lots of eats on dries, with 18 inches pretty
much the top end size-wise. Fishing was
slower early in the morning, so the late
morning starts we got most days after
breaking down camp ensured we were
steadily catching and releasing fish the
rest of the day. We generally fished until
6–7 p.m., and one evening we didn’t get to
camp until 8 p.m. because the fishing was
so good.
“A decent fisherman who was into
counting fish could easily catch 100+

cutthroats a day. Donna and I each
averaged netting around 10 fish per day,
15 inches and larger, plus lots of smaller
cutts. It was the best 5 straight days of
dry fly fishing we have ever experienced
anywhere.
“The guide crew was excellent;
plus, they did a lot of work around camp
helping out the manager. Everyone pitched
in to break down camp each morning
(except the day we didn’t relocate) and
load the rafts—three for fishing and one
for gear. Every evening when we arrived
at camp, Slayton had everything set up

and dinner was ready to cook. He was an
excellent camp cook and worth his weight
in gold on this trip; he probably deserves a
pay raise.
Dinners included rib eye steaks, pork
chops, bison burgers, and pasta. Breakfasts
usually had eggs and meat (bacon, ham,
or sausage) while lunches had excellent
sandwiches plus other goodies. Not only
was there more than enough food for
everyone, it was really tasty (and not just
because we were in the wilderness). Beer
and wine was provided.
“The last day we floated and fished
for a half day, and at the takeout, the crew
broke down the rafts and other gear for a
packer to load onto mules. The nine of us
walked three-plus miles to the trailhead
where we and our gear were loaded into
a Suburban and driven to Kalispell and
Missoula. The walk out was not difficult,
but you need to be in reasonably good
physical condition. Most of the trail is in
a burn area without shade, and it was midafternoon with the temperature above 90
degrees the day we did it.
“The cost per person for this trip
was $5,950 per person. The food and
accommodations were good, about
what you would expect for a week in a
wilderness area with a quality outfitter. It
was comfortable, practical, and efficient,
but not ‘glamping.’ The crew was very
hardworking, plus they were all really
good guys and it was fun to spend a week
with them. The fishing was outstanding.
All in all, a very good trip.”

Trip Cancellation Insurance: Understanding This New “Tax” on Fishing Travel

D

by Don Causey, Editor Emeritus and Founder of The Angling Report

oes a fishing lodge owe a client
a refund if he cancels a trip he
agreed to take? That used to
be one of the thorniest questions you
could ask, because stuff does come up
in people’s lives. Sickness or death in
a family. Unexpected crises at work.
Accidents. Hurricanes. Hemorrhoids.
Often, crises like that cause financial
worries and emotional upset. How could a
lodge owner not understand your pain and
suffering? On the other side, how could a
September 2018

client expect a lodge owner to stock his
pantry, hire staff, maintain motors, and
buy boats with an expectation of having
seven clients, only to have to refund the
money he received from one of those
clients who experienced something that
had nothing to do with the lodge? The
same goes for the agent who sold that trip,
spent time with you on the phone, and
sent you pre-trip materials. Because your
wife got sick, he has to refund you the
commission he charged the outfitter for
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booking your trip? That’s crazy. Voodoo
economics. Financial ruin.
So, is there a solution to this conflict
of interest? There is indeed, and the
implantation of that solution is well
advanced. It’s so well advanced that we
have decided here at The Angling Report
that we aren’t going to air any more tripcancellation conflicts between clients and
service providers. No, we aren’t losing
our nerve or abandoning our principles.
We are simply accepting the fact that
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trip cancellation insurance has solved
this problem for those who really want a
solution. Not to everyone’s satisfaction,
maybe, but it has become a fact of life
for anyone running a fishing business or
enjoying the services of a fishing business.
If you don’t know what trip
cancellation insurance is, you need to
find out. It is insurance that protects some
or all of your investment in a trip if you
aren’t able to enjoy it for almost any
reason. I say “almost any” and “some
or all” because different companies sell
different kinds of trip insurance policies
with different kinds of reimbursement
triggers. The trip cancellation part of the
coverage is often bundled with things like
lost-luggage insurance, medical coverage,
and so on. The verbiage is not easy to
wade through, but, like it or not, as a
traveling angler, you are going to have to
learn how to read the fine print on these
policies if you want protection against
losing everything you put up front into
your next fishing trip.
Already, if you have been traveling
much to fish of late, you have probably
been offered trip cancellation insurance.

Likely as not, you did not pay much
attention to the offer either, figuring the
chances you won’t be able to go on a trip
are so small you don’t need insurance.
Besides, your buddy at the booking
agency and the lodge will bail you out if
something happens, right? Indeed, a lot of
fishing folks will probably still do all they
can to work with you, at least for now as
the community gets used to this new way
of doing business. But the trend toward
absolute client liability is accelerating.
One sure sign of that is the growing use of
what are called opt-out agreements in trip
cancellation insurance offers. An opt-out
agreement requires you to acknowledge
in writing that you were offered trip
cancellation insurance and you refused
the offer. That initial you place on the
form legally relieves the lodge and agent
from any responsibility for your failure
to present yourself as agreed for the
provision of their services. If you don’t go
on the trip for any reason, you are just out
of luck. No money will be coming back
to you.
If you book airline tickets online,
you have probably dealt with an opt-

out agreement. On the American
Airlines website, it pops up on the
screen only after you have checked the
No Thanks box. The system won’t let
you move forward to check out without
also checking the opt-out box. At this
point, few lodge and booking agency
agreements are as blunt and demanding as
those on the airline websites, but you can
bet they are going to get that way, because
(pardon the expression) the paradigm
has shifted. Trip cancellation insurance
is fast becoming a new sort of tax on
travel. The only way you can fight it is by
accepting more risk or staying home. At
least initially, a lot of anglers are going
to accept the risk rather than pay. Fair
enough. Just don’t whine or cry the first
time you can’t go on a $5,000 trip.
Ultimately, the omnipresence of
trip cancellation insurance is going to
be good for the international angling
community, because it will insulate lodge
owners and agents from costs they really
shouldn’t have been bearing in the first
place. Ask a lodge owner or fishing agent.
He’ll tell you both are extremely difficult
businesses that get whipsawed by all

Want to go fishing for free? Changes to Our Free Fishing Program
The Angling Report has
a lwa y s va l u e d f e e d b a c k f r o m
its subscribers. And the reasons
are clear. For one thing, Angling
Report subscribers are some of
the world’s most experienced
fishermen. Hence, their judgments
about fishing destinations are
broad-based and sound.
And our subscribers’ insights
are refreshingly candid. That’s
because they are written from
a point of view that no other
publication embodies, namely, the
paying client’s point of view.
S o h e r e ’s t h e d e a l . We
encourage lodge owners, guides,
a n d o t h e r s t o o ff e r u s f r e e
visits to their facilities with the
understanding that we will turn
these invitations over to Angling
Report subscribers who convince
us that they are capable of writing
September 2018

useful and accurate reports about
their experience. More than 100
subscribers have been invited on
free fishing trips here in the United
States and to foreign destinations
s u c h a s A rg e n t i n a , C h r i s t m a s
Island, Brazil, and Mexico. The
total value of all that travel is in
the many hundreds of thousands of
dollars. And the good news is that
more outfitters are offering us free
trips in return for reviews.
If you want to get in on this
opportunity, all you have to do is
sign up for our Email Newsletter
and we will periodically send out
free fishing opportunities.
You will be asked to respond
and tell us why you think you
should be selected to go on the free
trip. We always give the nod to the
most experienced subscribers with
the most relevant experience. No
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favoritism of any sort is shown.
Sound like fun? Well, what are
you waiting for? Sign up for our
Email Newsletter right now and get
on the list of subscribers invited
to go fishing for free. The easiest
way to sign up is by going to our
website, www.anglingreport.com,
and clicking on “Join Our Email
Newsletter.” Just be sure you sign
up with an email address that you
check often. Enjoy!
Recipients of our Email
Newsletter will also here
about the latest news and
travel opportunities; including
information from our select list of
sponsors. Through a partnership
with Gray’s Sporting Journal, we
will also inform you of openings
and cancellations from outfitters
looking to fill last-minute slots on
their trips.
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sort of things. Profit margins are slim.
Removing the constant pressure to issue
refunds won’t solve all of the problems
lodges and agents face, but it will create a
better climate for them to expand into new
areas we aren’t currently fishing. Who can
argue with that end result?
Reluctantly, I personally endorse
the sale of trip cancellation insurance.
At the same time, I am not naive about
the bad behavior of some companies
offering these policies. Earlier, I said
the emergence of this insurance marked
the end of our airing refund complaints,
but that does not mean The Angling
Report won’t be airing complaints about
insurance companies that don’t honor
their commitments, or drag their feet in
doing so. You have a problem with the
way an insurance company is handling
your trip cancellation claim? Send it to

me, personally, Don Causey. We are going
to throw wide the window of scrutiny
when it comes to insurance companies. If
we have to accept this new tax on fishing
travel, let’s make sure the taxing agencies
are playing fair. You can reach me most

reliably at doncausey@msn.com.
Postscript: If you agree, or don’t agree,
with the report above, please weigh in
with a comment. The free exchange of
views is what The Angling Report is all
about.

NOTICE: As we’ve outlined in this letter, subscribers overwhelmingly prefer
The Angling Report via full-color, email distribution. A few of you have
mentioned, “I can read it anywhere, planes, trains, streams—you name it.” As
a reminder: your October 2018 edition will deliver electronically, via email.
You can also find a copy (and archival copies) at www.anglingreport.com.
Just access your password-protected subscription account. In addition, our
active annual subscribers will receive a one-time subscription extension of four
additional issues. The September 2018 print edition is the last black-and-white
printed copy you’ll receive via the United States Postal Service. If you have
any questions or feedback, please call or email John Lunn at john.lunn@morris.
com or Seth Fields at seth.fields@morris.com. We appreciate your continued
subscription and loyalty. Thanks again for sending us your Trip Reports. —John
Lunn

All items in this section are paid advertisements. They are published as a reader service. For more details on our ad rates and policies,
contact John Lunn at 512-470-7447 mobile, office 737-484-0006 or John.lunn@morris.com
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WHERE ARE YOU FISHING NEXT?

ALASKA,ARGENTINA, BAHAMAS, BELIZE, BOLIVIA, CANADA,
COSTA RICA, CUBA, CHRISTMAS ISLAND, GUYANA, MEXICO,
MONGOLIA, NEW ZELAND,NICARAGUA, SEYCHELLES, SLOVENIA,
RUSSIA, AND OVER 100 BUCKETLIST DESTINATIONS WORLDWIDE

THE ADVENTURE STARTS HERE

GO TO: WWW.WILDONTHEFLY.COM OR CALL (800) 543-0282

The Best of New Zealand
Fly Fishing
For over 25 years, we have specialized exclusively in New
Zealand fishing and travel. Fly fishing is our central focus,
but we are experts in many other activities available in New
Zealand.
We create exclusive fishing programs, as well as sightseeing
and other nature-based activities. Call for a brochure or visit
New Zealand’s most exciting fishing site.

 NEW ZEALAND 

Trout Fishing

Contact Information
MikeMcClelland
Tel.: 800-528-6129
E-mail:
info@BestofNZ.net
www.BestofNZflyfishing.com

Stalking, and sight casting to large wild brown trout in crystal clear waters •
Award winning luxury lodge surrounded by 3 National parks and dozens of
rivers & streams • Heli-fishing into remote pristine wilderness a specialty.

See Angling Report Dec 2010 Vol 23 no.12 or send for our free DVD • info@stoneflylodge.co.nz • www.stoneflylodge.co.nz
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When you travel,

anything can happen.
When it does,

you need us.
Memberships start at $119
Trav e l I n s u ra n c e s t a r t s a t $ 2 0

Medical Evacuation | Security Extraction | Travel Insurance
+1.617.459.4200 | globalrescue.com/anglingreport
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